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Abstract:As we know that the food delivery is a major field now and needs to have improvement for maintaining 

proper quality of food as the present servicing system comprises an insulated box our project focus is on this 

area to enhance the existing system A system comprises a combination of heat exchanger utilizes the waste heat 

of said automobile exhaust and transfer it to said delivery box for maintaining the quality of food by 

maintaining the temperature. Said system has been integrated with sensors as well as flow control valves for 

improving the efficiency of the system. 
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I. Introduction 
1.1 Problem summary  

Online food business is increasing day by day. There are many problems regarding food delivery like 

bad quality, poor packing, different taste, timing, etc. When delivering perishable goods like meals it’s very 

important for every business to make sure it reaches their foodies fresh, hot(or chilled) and exactly the way they 

want it to taste. But as we know that maintain temperature and quality of food in food delivery is the major 

problem. In a recent time, existing box as a insulating box is used, They are failed to maintain temperature in a 

long distance. Quality of food is also affected in a long distance. Nowadays there are many methods available 

for deliver heated food but some are ineffective, some are complex and costly. There is need for the 

improvement in present methods of food delivery. These conventional methods are failed to maintain 

temperature and quality of food for a period of time. 

 

1.2 Aim and Objectives of project 

Based on this realization, we are aiming to make the device that maintain temperature and quality of 

food as well as same in dimensions and cost to existing system. This food delivery system can capable to fulfill 

requirement of quality and temperature in long distance. This new mechanism will indirectly boost any 

economy that depends on food delivery. This device is useful to the restaurants, pizza outlets, and other e-

commerce food companies. It is also very useful to the food delivery boy. It is easy to operate, does not need 

skilled labor, rapid, safe operation and simple maintenance. It is portable, it can be easily assembled and 

disassembled and it can be carried from one place to another. It reduces the risk of rejection of food and increase 

the relation of customers and restaurants (pizza outlets, e-commerce food business). So our main object is to 

develop such type of device which deliver best quality of food to the customers and improving the existing 

system. 

 

1.3 Previous work 

There is huge development in the field of food delivery starting from Dabbawala to improved insulated 

food delivery box across the globe. There are huge development in the corrugated box especially for the pizza. 

Even direct implementation of exhaust gas to the food delivery box for the purpose of heating which eventually 

leads to clogging of said pipe structure and even back pressureeffect is not been taken into account which leads 

to failure of said product 

 

II. Working Principle 
Heat transfer is the exchange of thermal energy between physical systems. Rate of heat transfer is 

dependent on the temperature of the systems and the properties of the medium throughwhich the heat is 

transferred. Our system is based on two mode of heat transfer which is conduction and convection 

 

2.1.Conduction 

conduction is a transfer of heat by microscopic collisions of particles and movement of the electrons within a 

body. 

 

2.2.Convection 

Convection is the transfer of heat from one place to other by the movement of fluids.  
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III. Construction And Working 
Simple design of our food delivery box system is shown in Fig. It contains three heat exchangers, connecting  

pipe. 

 

3.1working 

Low temperature fluid which is used in heat exchanger process goes to the coil type heat exchanger 

which is mounted on exhaust pipe of engine and takes the heat from the exhaust as in,equation(1) then it goes to 

the second heat exchanger which is mounted on fins of the engine and absorbs the heat from the fins making it 

as twin cooled engine. Now we have high temperature fluid which we will use to maintain the temperature of 

delivery box. This high temperature fluid goes to delivery box where it gives heat to food and maintain the 

temperature of food. This process is repeat again and again .for the selection of the fluid we use the various 

data’s suggested in TABLE and as helium is having highest heat caring capacity along with this it’s inert nature 

diminishes the adverse effect in the case of leakage. Due to said reason we choose the heat caring fluid 

ashelium. Even due to usage of gas there is no need of using separate pump which is another benefit of choosing 

the helium. For getting more heat content we use flow control valves which is utilized to make the contact for 

said time as much as we need to increase the heat gain. 

 

IV. Equations 
Equation(1), Q = m x C x (Tf - Ti) 

Q = amount of heat energy gained or lost by fluid 

m = mass of fluid  

C = heat capacity (J 
o
C

-1
 g

-1
 or J K

-1
 g

-1
) 

Tf = final temperature 

Ti = initial temperature 

 

V. Figure 

 
 

VI. Table 
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VII. Conclusion 
There are lots of problems in delivery of food because of several reasons, many designs are developed 

to improve the delivery of food but all of them are not able to solve all the problems which faced in delivery of 

food. Depending upon the necessity the suitable mechanism needs to be selected. As mentioned above the 

system serves to innumerous people with novel system of heating of food. it gives not only the quality but also 

the enjoyment so overall we can deduce that our system works for a good cause.We also admit it that there can 

be more integrations to our suggested system. 
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